ABSTRACT Genetic network programming (GNP) is a relatively new type of graph-based evolutionary algorithm, which designs a directed graph structure for its individual representation. A number of studies have demonstrated its expressive ability to model complicated problems/systems and explored it from the perspectives of methodologies and applications. However, the unique features of its directed graph are relatively unexplored, which cause unnecessary dilemma for the further usage and promotion. This paper is dedicated to uncover this issue systematically and theoretically. It is proved that the traditional GNP with uniform genetic operators does not consider the ''transition by necessity'' feature of the directed graph, which brings the unnecessary difficulty of evolution to cause invalid/negative evolution problems. Consequently, simplified genetic operators are developed to address these problems. Experimental results on two benchmark testbeds of the agent control problems are carried out to demonstrate its superiority over the traditional GNP and the state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of fitness results, search speed, and computation time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are a family of optimization techniques which take inspirations from the theory of biological evolution via natural selection and genetic operations. Over the past decades, numerous EAs have been developed to solve different types of optimization problems. In addition to the original inspirations of different algorithms, one of the most important features to distinguish each EA from one another is the individual representation (also known as the chromosome structure), hence different problem types fitted.
The typical representatives of EAs include genetic algorithm (GA) [1] , evolution strategy (ES) [2] , particle swarm optimizer (PSO) [3] , differential evolution (DE) [4] , and genetic programming (GP) [5] , etc. GA is initially designed to evolve bit-string individuals [1] , and later extends to real-coded variants [6] . ES, PSO, and DE represent their individuals by real-coded variables to directly optimize the continuous variables. Genetic programming (GP) [5] , as another typical example, designs trees as its individual representation. It explores EAs for the automatic evolution of computer programs, consequently allowing modeling more complicated problems. Different EAs are generally suitable for their own particular problems, which cannot guarantee the superiority in all problems, so called No-Free-Lunch (NFL) theorem [7] . Therefore, there has always been interest to develop new algorithms when focusing on some particular sorts of problems. Although it is theoretically impossible to have a best, general, and universal optimization technique, with prior knowledge one can develop a particular algorithm to suit specific classes of optimization problems.
Following the NFL theorem, one successful path of exploring EAs is extending the individual representation from bit-strings, real-coded variables, and trees to graphical structures [8] - [10] . Unlike the other structures, graphs allow to model more complicated problems through the arbitrary connections among nodes. Among different graphical EAs, we focus on a relatively novel one, named genetic network programming (GNP) [9] , [11] . In GNP, a unique directed graph is designed to represent its individual, which consists of two types of nodes: judgment node and processing node. The judgment/processing nodes constitute the unique directed graph structure to efficiently and flexibly generate compact programs, which derive a sequence of ''IF-THEN'' decisionmaking rules.
GNP has been successfully applied to various sorts of problems, such as agent control [11] , [12] , elevator control [13] , robot control [14] , stock trading [15] , and data mining [16] , etc, along with many methodological enhancements. However, the systematic and theoretical study of GNP with respect to its unique directed graph is unexplored in the literature, which remains the major gap to support its further usage and promotion. Most importantly, when the distinguished features of GNP's directed graph are not taken into account, the unnecessary difficulty of evolution will appear, especially when using the traditional genetic operators. 1 To address the above issues, an in-depth discussion of GNP is provided in this paper, so that its unique features and advantages become clear. By a systematic and theoretical study of the directed graph, ''transition by necessity'' feature of GNP is presented. Ignoring such a feature, it is proved that traditional genetic operators tend to cause the serious drawbacks of evolution, named invalid evolution and negative evolution. To solve them, novel evolution strategies -simplified genetic operators -are proposed, which explicitly take the above feature into account. The proposed genetic operators are capable of relaxing the negative effect of invalid/negative evolution and reducing the search dimensions of GNP, which consequently provide better evolution results with faster search speed. This work is a significant extension of a conference version [18] . The major contributions of this work differing from reference [18] include the following parts: 1) We reveal GNP's unique directed graphs systematically and theoretically to demonstrate its distinguished ''transition by necessity'' feature; 2) The invalid evolution and negative evolution problems caused by uniform genetic operators are theoretically proved and measured, where the early work [18] only presented a descriptive study; 3) Simplified genetic operators are enhanced with slight modifications of [18] to take the ''transition by necessity'' feature into account more appropriately (details refer to section III); 4) The theoretical study of simplified genetic operators is provided; 5) The experimental studies are significantly enhanced via two benchmark testbeds of the agent control problems, i.e., maze problems [19] and Tileworld [20] .
The paper is organized as follows. GNP, its evolution, and its drawbacks are revisited in section II. The proposed simplified genetic operators are described in section III. Section IV presents the experimental studies in two benchmark testbeds of the agent control problems, i.e., maze problems [19] and Tileworld [20] . Finally, the conclusions are drawn.
II. REVISITING GENETIC NETWORK PROGRAMMING (GNP)
A. INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATION: DIRECTED GRAPH GNP designs a unique structure -directed graph -for its individual representation. In the directed graph, two types of nodes are defined:
• Judgment node: It plays the role of judging the information from the environments.
• Processing node: It plays the role of processing actions in accordance to the results of its antecedent judgments. Each judgment node consists of a judgment function, which deals with a specific input of the problems, i.e., the sensory results in robot control. Each processing node enforces a processing/action function, such as the movement speed or direction in robot control. In general, GNP represents the directed graph by symbol G as follows.
where, S node : the set of nodes included in G; LIBRARY: the set of judgment/processing functions defined by the problems. For a specific node i ∈ S node , it is represented as follows.
where, NT i : the node type (judgment or processing node); NF i : the node function which is defined in LIBRARY; B(i): the set of branches; C i : the connection information, represented by a set
: the total number of branches in node i, and L i = |B(i)|. The judgment nodes have multiple branches, referring to all the possible judgment results, while the processing nodes only consist of one branch (means ''no conditional branch''). Therefore, the size of B(i) is equal to 1 for processing nodes (L i = 1) or a value larger than 1 for judgment nodes (L i > 1).
When GNP is applied to solve a problem, the number of judgment/processing nodes is pre-designed by users (usually by the hand-tuning strategy). During evolution, the node type, node function, and number of branches per each node are unchangeable. In other words, GNP evolution only endorses the node connections to be evolved. That is, only the connection information C i of each node i is evolved. Accordingly, we have the search dimensions (reflecting the search space) of GNP as follows.
Definition 1: Given a directed graph g of GNP, the set of search dimensions D is defined by the total number of branches, i.e., D = i∈S node
In Figure 1 , we illustrate a typical example for a more detailed analysis. It includes the phenotype expression (directed graph structure) and genotype expression (bit-string gene structure). The most distinguished features of GNP arise from this directed graph, which can be summarized as follows. VOLUME 6, 2018 • As the directed graph is designed with a fixed number of nodes (|S node | unchanged), the bloat problem of GP will never happen in GNP.
• As the nodes can be connected arbitrary in the directed graph, evolution power will gradually encourage the reuse of useful/important nodes to formulate the module-like repetitive transitions/processes.
• Evolution is restricted within the node connections, so that the compact programs can be efficiently generated and evolved through a relatively small size of directed graph.
Example 1 (Directed Graph of GNP):
In Figure 1 , the directed graph G of GNP consists of |S node | = 6 nodes. The LIBRARY has 4 judgment functions (J 1 , J 2 , J 3 and J 4 ) and 2 processing functions (P 1 and P 2 ). Each judgment node i consists of 2 branches (i(1) and i (2) ). The detailed node information is listed in the right figure, where evolution is applied to evolve the value of C i for each node i. It can be explicitly found that with the change of C i , new node connections can be formed, and the directed graph is changed consequently. The number of search dimensions of this directed graph are |D| = 4 × 2 + 2 × 1 = 10 (the total number of branches). 
B. COMPARISON WITH THE EXISTING GRAPH-BASED EA
GNP distinguishes itself from the large amount of EAs by the above unique directed graph structure. Naturally, the directed graph ensures higher expression ability and more flexibility to potentially model more complicated problems than traditional EAs, such as GA, DE, and GP, etc. Notable results have been found in various problems [11] , [12] , [21] . In addition to GNP's directed graph, various graph-based EAs have been proposed in the literature [8] , [22] - [24] . The main features of GNP differing from the other graph-based EAs are as follows.
• There is no terminal node in GNP, where the GNP programs terminate once the task is solved.
• GNP separates the nodes into judgment/processing nodes, so that the ''IF(necessary judgments), THEN (processing)'' 2 type decision-making rules can be easily formulated through the node transitions of the directed graph.
• With the above forms, GNP is particularly suitable to model the behavior of intelligent agents, deriving numerous real-world applications.
C. TRANSITION BY NECESSITY
When applying the directed graph to solve problems, the solutions are formulated as compact programs through the node transitions of the directed graph. More precisely, the node transitions can efficiently generate the sequential ''IF(necessary judgments), THEN(processing)'' type decision-making rules, which play the essential role for problem solving. In each rule, only some of the judgment functions are made (necessary judgments) to make the action determination (processing), where the necessity of judgment is determined by evolution. With the above discussion, we introduce the most important feature of GNP's directed graph -''transition by necessity''. It is derived from the functional distribution of neuroscience, that human brain usually activates a particular part of the neurons when perceiving specific inputs [25] . Figure 2 illustrates a typical example of problem solving by GNP's directed graph through its node transitions. 
Example 2 (Problem Solving by GNP):
In the example of Figure 2 , the target problem is a two-step problems. The GNP program starts from node 2, where the hereafter nodes are transited in accordance to the interaction with the problem environments. For each judgment node (with multiple branches), the next transited node is determined by the judgment results. By following the node transitions, a sequence of ''IF(necessary judgments), THEN(processing)'' is generated to form the compact programs of GNP, which can be derived to the expressive decision-making rules. As shown in the figure, two decision-making rules are generated to solve the two-step problems.
In Example 2, only parts of the directed graph are transited (node 6 is not used). Some important nodes are frequently transited (node 2 is transited two times). Two decisionmaking rules are consequently generated, within which only two judgments are made for processing. This explicitly demonstrates the generalization ability of GNP over conventional algorithms which take all judgments into account. We further present an experiment in Tileworld testbed (problem description in section IV) in Figure 3 . In this case, there are total 220 branches in the directed graph, where only less than 160 branches are transited. These two examples essentially describe the ''transition by necessity'' feature of GNP. 
D. EVOLUTIONARY MECHANISM OF GNP
The procedure of GNP is shown in Algorithm 1. As the other EAs, GNP (as well as its variants) iteratively evolves a population Pop of directed graphs which are initialized randomly. In each generation, Pop is divided into three groups: elite, crossover and mutation individuals (Pop e , Pop c and Pop m , respectively). They are subject to evolution by elite selection and genetic operators (crossover and mutation). Any type of standard genetic operators can be used, such as one-point, two-points, and uniform genetic operators, etc. However, previous studies demonstrated that uniform genetic operators are more favorable for GNP evolution than the others [17] . Therefore, they have become the mostly used option in GNP literature [11] .
In uniform crossover, each branch of the parents is selected with crossover rate p c , where the node connections are exchanged with each other. Uniform mutation selects each branch with mutation rate p m to randomly change its node connections. The typical examples of uniform genetic operators are illustrated in Figure 4 , including uniform crossover and uniform mutation.
Example 3 (Uniform Crossover of GNP): In the left part of Figure 4 , Parent individuals P1 and P2 are selected for uniform crossover, and each branch has equal probability p c for crossover action. Here, the second branch of node 3, i.e., branch 3(2), is selected for crossover. The corresponding node connections (C 32 = 4 in P1 and C 32 = 5 in P2) are exchanged with each other to generate two Offspring O1 and O2. 
Example 4 (Uniform Mutation of GNP):
In the right part of Figure 4 , Parent P is selected for mutation, and each branch has equal probability p m for mutation action. In this example, the first branch of node 5, i.e., branch 5(1), in P is selected for mutation. The corresponding node connection (C 51 = 3 in P) is randomly changed to connect to another node, i.e., C 51 = 6, to generate offspring O.
E. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Uniform genetic operators (as well as the others) do not consider the ''transition by necessity'' feature of GNP at all. This provides the advantage of easy implementation, however, which tends to cause the serious drawbacks of evolution, potentially deteriorating the evolution efficiency. In this paper, we address them by deriving two problems, named invalid evolution and negative evolution, which are discussed hereafter.
1) INVALID EVOLUTION PROBLEM
Given a directed graph (individual) g ∈ Pop, after its execution, we have two sets of branches: transited branches (TB g ) and untransited branches (UB g ). These two sets satisfy
(4)
Supposing the fitness result of g are denoted as f (g), based on the ''transition by necessity'' feature, f (g) is only influenced by the evaluation of TB g (the set of transited branches). UB g (the set of untransited branches) has not any effect on the calculation of f (g). Ideally, evolving UB g or not does not cause any reasonable and theoretical influence of f (g). However, in uniform genetic operators, all branches have equivalent opportunity to be evolved, regardless the fact that evolving UB g is meaningless, causing a serious problem -''Invalid evolution''.
Definition 2: ''Invalid evolution'' problem is defined by the phenomenon of evolving the untransited branches in each generation.
To present a quantitative study, this problem can be measured by a metric named invalid evolution rate (IER).
Definition 3: IER is defined by the rate that the untransited branches are evolved over the entire evolved branches in each generation.
With the above definition, we can analyze the IER of uniform genetic operators, i.e., IER(uniform), as follows.
Given a uniform crossover individual g, the theoretical number of untransited branches to be evolved is |UB g | × p c , and that of a uniform mutation individual g is |UB g | × p m . If we define the total number of untransited branches to be evolved in each generation as evol_UB, it can be calculated as follows.
For each uniform crossover individual, the theoretical number of evolved branches is p c × i∈S node L i , and that
Multiplied by the number of crossover/mutation individuals, we have the total number of evolved branches, i.e., evol, as follows.
According to Definition 3, we can obtain IER(uniform) of each generation as follows.
With the increase of unused sub-graph region (untransited branches UB), IER(uniform) tends to be increased, which indicates that uniform genetic operators generally fall into meaningless evolution of GNP. Removing these evolution actions would not have any negative influence of the evolution performance.
2) NEGATIVE EVOLUTION PROBLEM
Invalid evolution problem is carried out when we analyze the evolution behavior of a single generation. In this section, we relax the analysis to multiple generations to propose the second problem caused by uniform genetic operators -''negative evolution''.
We consider two different generations, i.e., generation t1 and t2 (t1 < t2). For each directed graph g, the sets of transited/untransited branches generally vary in generation t1 and t2, that, 3 TB g (t1) = TB g (t2), and UB g (t1) = UB g (t2). (9) Suppose we have a specific branch b of directed graph g, which satisfies the following three conditions:
Although b is not used in generation t2, it was previously used in the early generation t1 and remained unevolved until t2. This reflects the necessity of node transitions that b can adapt some particularly perceived environments. In other words, the node connection of branch b represents a sort of building-blocks (BBs) 4 in the early generation t1. This information (b) is remained unchanged (unevolved) during t1 and t2, meaning that the corresponding BBs are preserved.
If we consider to evolve b in generation t2, invalid evolution problem will be caused. This is obvious since b is unused in generation t2. Evolving b in generation t2 is meaningless, since this branch is not used (and evaluated) in this generation. Meantime, this evolution action can also break the BBs obtained in the previous generation t1 without evaluation. If many branches like b are evolved in this way, the frequent breakage of BBs will be caused seriously. This significantly increases the uncertainty of evolution, since the evolution and evaluation are not synchronized. The frequent breakage of BBs will lower the evolution efficiency, and eventually deteriorate the generalization ability of the directed graph (since worse final solution is obtained and the high-quality subgraphs, i.e., BBs, are easily destroyed without evaluation).
In short, the brute-force evolution of uniform genetic operators in GNP can easily break the BBs without evaluation (''Without evaluation'' will make us hard to judge this evolution is good or not), and we name this problem via negative evolution.
Definition 4: ''Negative evolution'' problem is defined by the phenomenon of evolving the untransited branches which were transited in the previous generations.
This problem can be quantitatively studied by measuring the negative evolution rate (NER) metric.
Definition 5: In each generation, supposing the set of untransited branches which were transited in the previous generations but remained unevolved until now is denoted as NB (branches causing negative evolution, and NB ⊆ UB), NER is defined by the rate that the branches of NB are evolved over the entire evolved branches.
With the above definition, we can analyze the NER of uniform genetic operators, i.e., NER(uniform), as follows, which is similar to IER(uniform).
Given a uniform crossover individual g, the theoretical number of evolved branches causing negative evolution is |NB g | × p c , and that of a uniform mutation individual g is |NB g |×p m . If we define the total number of evolved branches causing negative evolution in each generation as evol_NB, it can be calculated as follows.
Dividing evol_NB by the total number of evolved branches, i.e., evol of Equation (7), we can obtain NER(uniform) of each generation based on Definition 5.
Since NB ⊆ UB, NER(uniform) is generally smaller than IER(uniform) in each generation. In other words, negative evolution has relatively smaller effect than invalid evolution when using uniform genetic operators. However, it will cause worse effect to deteriorate the evolution performance than invalid evolution. The reason is as follows: invalid evolution will only increase the unnecessary search dimensions, while negative evolution can potentially break the BBs and deteriorate the generalization performance.
III. SIMPLIFIED GENETIC OPERATORS OF GNP
The appearance of invalid evolution and negative evolution arises from the fact that uniform genetic operators do not consider the ''transition by necessity'' feature of GNP at all, resulting in meaningless and negative effect. To address these problems, we develop new genetic operators -simplified genetic operators. We name the proposal as GNP_simplified.
The fundamental concept of our proposal is to strictly restrict the evolution behavior within the experienced/activated sub-graph of each directed graph. In each generation, the untransited branches are retained as many as possible. The procedure of GNP_simplified is shown in Algorithm 2.
After the execution of each directed graph g, we record a set of its transited branches TB g . For the entire population Pop, evolution is strictly restricted only to these sets of transited branches TB g , g ∈ Pop, in each generation. The simplified genetic operators consist of two operators: simplified crossover and simplified mutation. In simplified crossover (step 6-10), a branch is considered to be evolved only if it is transited in at least one of the parent individuals (step 8). In simplified mutation (step [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , only the transited branches can be evolved (step 13). It is explicit that the proposal is simple and straightforward. Even though, we endorse the largest possibility to reduce the effect of invalid evolution. Figure 5 provides a graphical illustration of the search dimensions in simplified genetic operators. First, invalid evolution can be 100% avoided by simplified mutation, since a branch of mutation individual P can be evolved only if it is transited (belongs to TB P , right part of Figure 5 ). Second, given two crossover individuals P1 and P2, a branch can be evolved only if it is either transited FIGURE 5. Search dimensions in simplified genetic operators. VOLUME 6, 2018 in P1 or P2 (belongs to TB P1 ∪ TB P2 , left part of Figure 5 ). If evolution behavior happens within TB P1 ∩ TB P2 region, no invalid evolution appears since the branches are transited in both crossover individuals. However, if crossover happens outside the intersection region (the blank region of left figure), one of the crossover branches will cause the invalid evolution. Therefore, simplified crossover can at least 50% reduce the invalid evolution (50% happens in the extreme case that TB P1 ∩ TB P2 = ∅).
Summarizing the above discussion, we can calculate the IER of simplified genetic operators, i.e., IER(simplified), as follows.
For each simplified crossover action (with two crossover individuals P1 and P2), invalid evolution appears only if the branches satisfying ∈ TB P1 ∪ TB P2 and / ∈ TB P1 ∩ TB P2 are evolved. We denote the total number of these branches by |IB|, that,
The theoretical number of untransited branches to be evolved is 0.5 × |IB| × p c . 5 Considering |Pop c |/2 crossover actions in each generation, the total number is 0.5×
|IB i |×p c . Since there is no invalid evolution in simplified mutation, the total number of untransited branches to be evolved in each generation, i.e., evol_UB(simplified), can be calculated as follows.
Simplified genetic operators restrict the evolution within the transited branches. Therefore, for each simplified crossover individual, the theoretical number of evolved branches is |TB g | × p c , and that of each simplified mutation individual is |TB g | × p m . Multiplied by the number of crossover/mutation individuals, we have the total number of evolved branches, i.e., evol(simplified), as follows.
According to Definition 3, we can obtain IER(simplified) of each generation as follows.
With respect to the negative evolution issue, it appears when the set of untransited branches which were previously transited (denoted as NB in Definition 5) is evolved for the first time. In simplified genetic operators, the size of NB dramatically decreases, since the antecedence of negative evolution is the evolution of untransited branches (invalid evolution) and it rarely happens in our proposal. Only simplified crossover will potentially cause the negative evolution, but with very small possibility. The calculation of NER(simplified) for simplified genetic operators is similar to that of NER(uniform) (denominator is slightly different), which is omitted here.
From the perspective of search dimensions, simplified genetic operators dramatically reduce the search dimensions comparing with uniform genetic operators.
Definition 6: Given a directed graph g of GNP, the set of search dimensions D in simplified genetic operators is defined by the total number of transited branches, i.e., D = TB g .
Comparing with Definition 1, the number of search dimensions decreases from i∈S node L i to |TB g |, resulting in significant relaxation of problem complexity.
It is specifically notable that the proposal described in this paper is an enhanced version of an early work [18] . In the early work, the set of transited branches TB g for each g is maintained throughout the entire generations. In each generation, TB g is updated by adding new transited branches and removing the evolved ones (the branches become untransited once evolved). This will potentially increase the appearance of negative evolution to break the BBs without evaluation. Therefore, in the enhanced version, TB g is generated per each generation, so that the negative evolution effect is reduced and the number of search dimensions also decreases accordingly.
As discussed previously, the fundamental motivation of this work arises from the theory of neuroscience and evolutionary Biology.
• Introns -First, evolution behavior is only carried out within the experienced/activated sub-graphs, whose qualities have been appropriately evaluated through the fitness calculation. The untransited sub-graphs can be considered as some kinds of unknown or potential skills, viewed as introns in neuroscience and evolutionary Biology. Because the qualities of introns are unknown, evolving them cannot result in meaningful improvement in the nature sense (invalid evolution), and might bring too much evolution pressure to deteriorate the evolution performance (negative evolution).
• Atavism -Second, simplified genetic operators are inspired by the atavism feature of evolutionary Biology. Atavism reflects that the phenotypically disappeared traits do not necessarily disappear from the DNA sequence. The traits often remain genotypically, but are inactive [26] . In each generation, the untransited branches refer to the phenotypically disappeared traits, which may (with high possibility) be experienced in the previous generations. Simplified genetic operators remain them as many as possible to keep the dormant genes to preserve the ability of atavism. Accordingly, the frequent breakage of BBs is avoided.
Conclusively, although only slight modifications of uniform genetic operators are made in our proposal, ''transition by necessity'' feature of GNP is explicitly considered for evolution. The systematic and theoretical analysis provides necessary evidences to demonstrate the superiority of simplified genetic operators: 1) The invalid evolution and negative evolution problems are significantly reduced; 2) The number of search dimensions is significantly reduced; 3) The BBs are retained as many as possible.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The experiments are carried out in two benchmark testbeds of the agent control problems, i.e., maze problems [19] and Tileworld [20] .
A. BENCHMARK TESTBEDS 1) MAZE PROBLEMS
Maze problems consist of an artificial agent and a grid world. The agent has eight sensors to recognize the surrounding cells, and makes eight possible actions for the adjacent movement. There are three kinds of cells -obstacle, floor or goal cell. The target of this problem is to control the agent to find the goal cell with the fewest number of steps wherever it is initially located. In other words, it is a minimization problem with fitness defined as steps to goal. As shown in Figure 6 , two well-known maps are studied, named Woods1 and Maze5 [19] , where the optimal steps are 1.7 and 4.6 steps, respectively. 
a: FITNESS CALCULATION
When performing each individual run, twenty instances are tested. In each instance, the agent is randomly assigned in the world, and the instance is finished once the agent finds the goal cell or reaches the predefined maximal steps, i.e., 2000. The fitness of each individual is calculated by the average steps to goal of twenty instances.
b: DIRECTED GRAPH DESIGN
For maze problems, we design eight judgment functions to judge the agent's eight adjacent cells. The judging results could be obstacles, floors or a goal, so resulting in three branches. Eight processing functions are performed to move the agent to its adjacent cells. The LIBRARY of maze problems are defined in Table 1 .
2) TILEWORLD
Tileworld benchmark testbed represents a more complex system than maze problems. It is constructed by a grid world with agents, obstacles, floors, holes and tiles ( Figure 7 ). There are plural agents, where each agent is moved simultaneously. The target of this problem is to control the agents to work in a cooperative way to push tiles into holes within predefined maximal steps. As presented in Figure 8 , ten Tileworld maps are tested. In these cases, the number of agents are three. The worlds are designed with the same positions of agents, obstacles and holes, where the tiles are initially placed in different cells. Ten worlds are learned simultaneously when evolving each individual. 
a: FITNESS CALCULATION
The fitness of an individual per each map is calculated by: (16) DT refers to the number of tiles dropped into holes. ST is the predefined constrained steps. ST used is the number of used steps. Tile is the set of tiles. D t represents the initial distance from tile t to its nearest hole, and d t denotes the final distance from t to its nearest hole after ST steps.
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The three terms of function f correspond to three targets of Tileworld: 1) We should drop tiles into holes as many as possible, denoted by 100×DT ; 2) We should drop tiles into holes using as few steps as possible, denoted by 3 × (ST − ST used ); 3) If we cannot drop all tiles within ST steps, we should push the remaining ones to holes as near as possible, represented by 20 × t∈Tile (D t − d t ). Since ten Tileworld maps are tested simultaneously, and so the final fitness value is counted by 10 world=1 f (world).
b: DIRECTED GRAPH DESIGN
For Tileworld, we design eight judgment functions to judge the agent's surrounding environment, which are listed in Table 1 . The agents are designed with four abilities of directional recognition (forward, backward, left, and right), where the definitions are shown in the example of Figure 7 (right). With judgment functions J 1 ∼ J 4 , the agent can perceive the surrounding cells of four directions. Judgment functions J 5 ∼ J 8 are designed to judge the directional information of the nearest or second nearest tiles/holes. Each agent has four action abilities, i.e., move forward, turn left, turn right and stay.
3) COMPARISON METRICS
We specifically note that all the experimental results are the average of 30 independent trials in order to eliminate the random bias for fair comparison. Two comparison metrics are performed in the paper.
a: METRIC 1-FITNESS RESULTS
The first and primary metric to compare different algorithms is the final fitness result after user-defined terminal criteria, i.e., reaching the maximal fitness evaluations, which is commonly used in the vast majority of evolutionary computation studies.
b: METRIC 2-REQUIRED FITNESS EVALUATIONS
In order to testify the search speed, the second comparison metric is the required fitness evaluations (RFEs). The RFEs are calculated in the following way: for each successful trial, 6 the used FEs are counted; for each failed trial, the maximal FEs are counted; Afterwards, we average the RFEs of 30 independent trials for comparison.
Both metrics are counted to conduct a comprehensive validation of the proposal to compare with the state-of-the-art algorithms. In addition, two-tailed, paired t-test [12] , [27] is performed to demonstrate the statistical significance.
B. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON MAZE PROBLEMS 1) STUDIED ALGORITHMS AND PARAMETER CONFIGURATION
To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed algorithm, four state-of-the-art algorithms are selected as follows.
Extended classifier system (XCS) [28] : XCS is the most well-known evolutionary classifier system (learning classifier system, or LCS) [29] which learns and evolves a population of classifiers for decision making. Its classifiers are represented as ''IF-THEN'' type decision rules. The rules are encoded by ternary alphabet, i.e., {0, 1, #}. Symbol # means ''don't care'' which matches with 0 and 1. From this perspective, XCS formulates its solutions in a similar way as GNP, which ensures strong generalization ability through decision rules to cover plural perceptions. XCS has performed outstandingly to solve the maze problems [30] . The parameter settings of XCS are carried out based on the suggestion [31] to perform the best results, which are presented in Table 2 .
Genetic programming (GP) [5] : GP is selected as the representative of conventional EAs. Different from GNP, GP applies trees as its individual representation. The nonleaf nodes of GP trees work in a way as GNP's judgment nodes, while the leaf nodes are composed of processing functions. We encode the complete three-ary trees for GP programs since all the judgment functions have three arguments. In order to obtain the best GP performance, the maximal tree-depth is defined to five (tested and selected from treedepth three, four, five and six). In this case, GP tree consists of 361 nodes. FULL initialization, one-point crossover and point mutation [32] are used. 7 Sarsa learning (Sarsa) [33] : Sarsa is selected as the representative of reinforcement learning (RL) technique. We define the Sarsa states as the total possible observations of each agent in its eight directional cells. Accordingly, the total number of states is 3 8 = 6561. The actions are defined as the processing functions of Table 1 , which are eight. ε-greedy policy is used for the selection of actions.
GNP_uniform and GNP_simplified: standard GNP with uniform genetic operators (GNP_uniform for short) is selected as the baseline to compare with the proposed GNP_simplified. The overall parameters of GNP variants include: population size (elite size, crossover size, and mutation size); the directed graph G (node size |S node |, and node size for each judgment/processing function); crossover rate and mutation rate.
Hand-tuning strategy is applied to determine the parameters of each compared algorithm, which are listed in Table 2 . That is, a large number of parameter settings are tested, and the ones achieving the best performance are used to ensure the fair comparison.
All the experiments are performed on a PC with Intel Core i7 running at 3.40GHz with 8 GB RAM. The complier is Eclipse Neon (ver. 4.6.3) of Windows 10. Several open source codes are used to implement the compared algorithms, including XCSJava 1.0 [31] for XCS and ECJ library [34] for GP. 
2) RESULTS AND ANALYSIS a: FITNESS RESULTS
In maze problems, the maximal fitness evaluations are set to 5,000 to terminate each experimental trial. The fitness curves in Woods1 and Maze5 are shown in Figure 9 and 10, where the detailed fitness results are listed in Table 3 . In Woods1, XCS, GP, Sarsa, GNP_uniform and GNP_simplified are all capable of reaching the goal cell with the optimal steps (1.7 steps). In Maze5, GP and GNP_uniform fail to achieve the optimal steps, while XCS, Sarsa and GNP_simplified converge to the optimum (4.6 steps).
b: REQUIRED FITNESS EVALUATIONS
The RFEs are further counted to reflect the search speed. The results are listed in Table 3 . In Woods1, both GNP_uniform and GNP_simplified achieve faster search speed than the other compared algorithms. In Maze5, GP and GNP_uniform cannot solve the task, which are surpassed by XCS, Sarsa and GNP_simplified. Throughout the two maze maps, GNP_simplified can successfully find the goal cell with the fewest RFEs.
c: STATISTICAL TEST
The t-test results (with 95% confidence level) are shown in the ''Sig.'' columns of Table 3 . Except GP and GNP_uniform for Maze5 map, the ''Sig.'' results of fitness show that all the compared algorithms identically reach the optimal steps with no statistical difference. The ''Sig. ' ' results of RFEs demonstrate the statistically significant difference between GNP_simplified and the compared algorithms. 
d: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the simple Woods1, GNP family achieves better performance than the compared state-of-the-art algorithms in the early stages of evolution (faster search speed). After a small number of fitness evaluations (less than 550 FEs), all the compared algorithms quickly locate the optimal fitness results with stable and smooth convergence. Maze5 is a much more difficult problem since much less generalizations are possible [30] . Different from Woods1 whose left and right edges are connected, Maze5 places the four edges with obstacles, formulating much more complicated scenarios. In this map, GNP family also performs faster convergence than the compared algorithms in the early fitness evaluations.
However, XCS and Sarsa gradually achieve better performance than GP and GNP_uniform, which eventually converge to the optimal steps. GP and GNP_uniform can only reach the near optimal steps.
Overall, the proposed GNP_simplified statistically achieves the best performance in terms of both final fitness results and RFEs comparing with the state-of-the-art XCS, GP, Sarsa and GNP_uniform. From this perspective, it is empirically proved that the proposed GNP_simplified overcomes the drawbacks of traditional genetic operators (GNP_uniform) to achieve the best performance.
C. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON TILEWORLD 1) STUDIED ALGORITHMS AND PARAMETER CONFIGURATION
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a more complicated system Tileworld benchmark testbed is performed, and the following state-of-the-art algorithms are selected for comparison.
GP: The complete five-ary trees are encoded for GP programs since all the judgment functions have five arguments. The maximal tree-depth is defined to four (tested and selected from tree-depth three, four and five) to perform the best results of GP. In this case, GP tree consists of 781 nodes. FULL initialization, one-point crossover and point mutation [32] are used.
Sarsa [33] : We define the Sarsa states as the total possible observations of each agent in its four directional cells. Accordingly, the total number of states is 5 4 = 625. The actions are defined as the processing functions of Table 1 , which are four. Overall, there are 625 × 4 = 2500 sate-action pairs to be learned in Sarsa. ε-greedy policy is used for the selection of actions.
GNP_uniform is performed as the baseline to compare with the proposed GNP_simplified. All the detailed parameters of the compared algorithms are set by hand-tuning strategy, presented in Table 2 . As the experiments on maze problems, a large number of parameter settings are tested, where the ones with the best results are used for the fair comparison.
2) RESULTS AND ANALYSIS a: PROBLEM DIFFICULTY AND SCALABILITY
Given a specific Tileworld map, our target is to drop tiles into holes within a user-defined constrained steps, that is, parameter ST in the fitness Equation (16 
b: FITNESS RESULTS
In Tileworld, the maximal fitness evaluations are set to 300,000 to terminate each experimental trial. The fitness curves under different ST values are shown in Figure 11 , where the detailed fitness results are listed in Table 4 . Throughout the studied four cases, GNP family surpasses the state-of-the-art GP and Sarsa, where the proposed GNP_simplified achieves the best fitness results. 
c: REQUIRED FITNESS EVALUATIONS
The results of RFEs are shown in Table 5 . Meantime, we plot the graphical illustration of RFEs under different ST values in Figure 12 . In the difficult problems of ST = 40 or 60, GP and Sarsa fail to solve the tasks, and they can only solve the simpler problems but with large RFEs. Overall, the proposed algorithm requires the fewest RFEs.
d: STATISTICAL TEST
The t-test results of fitness and RFEs are shown in the ''Sig.'' columns of Table 4 and 5, respectively. The ''Sig.'' results show that there are statistically significant differences between GNP_simplified and the other algorithms in terms of both fitness results and RFEs.
e: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the success/failure of problem solving, we further count the the number of dropped tiles for comparison, explicitly reflecting whether all tiles have been dropped into holes within ST steps. The results are reported in the ''DT '' columns of Table 4 . When setting ST to small values (i.e., 40), it is difficult to drop tiles within such small constrained steps. All methods cannot 100% solve the task throughout 30 independent trials. Particularly, GP and Sarsa cannot achieve a single successful trial, resulting smallest fitness results and 300,000 RFEs (maximal FEs), while GNP family succeeds in some trials. When increasing ST values, the problem difficulty is relaxed that we have more steps to push tiles. The ''DT '' results show that GNP_simplified can drop more tiles into holes than the other algorithms, which indicates that our proposal has more chance to successfully solve the Tileworld tasks.
Considering all the presented results as a whole, the experiments explicitly demonstrate the statistical superiority of GNP_simplified over the other state-of-the-art algorithms throughout different problem difficulties.
D. GENERALIZATION PERFORMANCE
In addition to compare the fitness results and RFEs in the given (training) environments, we further testify the trained best solutions of each algorithm under inexperienced (testing) environments to demonstrate the generalization performance.
In maze problems, since the agent's initial location is randomly placed, the fitness results (average steps) presented in Table 3 are capable of reflecting not only the evolution efficiency of the studied algorithm, but also its generalization performance 8 in certain degrees. In Table 3 , the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed GNP_simplified reaches the best generalization performance with the fewest RFEs comparing with the other compared state-of-the-art algorithms.
In Tileworld, the training experiments are carried out under static environments. Therefore, we further design additional testing experiments to demonstrate the generalization performance. Two scenarios of testing environments are designed based on the Tileworld maps of Figure 8 .
• T1 (simple case): Randomly set the initial positions of tiles, where the other objects are remained as the training maps.
• T2 (complicated case): Randomly set the initial positions of tiles, holes and obstacles. The testing experiments of each scenario are conducted as follows. First, 1000 testing environments are randomly generated. Second, each final solution obtained in the training environment is applied to obtain an average testing result (of 1000 testing environments). For each compared algorithm, the final testing result is the average of its 30 final training solutions obtained in the second step. Finally, we can compare the generalization performance of each algorithm via the final testing results.
For two different testing scenarios, the compared results are shown in Table 6 and 7. The testing results of both simple and complicated testing scenarios clearly demonstrate that the proposed GNP_simplified achieve higher generalization performance than the other compared algorithms.
Overall, the testing experiments constitutes our argument that the proposed simplified genetic operators benefit to significantly reduce the effect of negative evolution, so that the BBs can be retained as many as possible to ensure the generalization performance. 
E. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF GNP_SIMPLIFIED
The fundamental basis of the proposed algorithm relies on the unique feature of GNP's directed graph structure: ''transition by necessity'', targeting to solve the invalid evolution and negative evolution problems caused by the traditional uniform genetic operators. The following experiments address the effects of the proposed simplified genetic operators through the discussion of the evolution behavior and computation time. The experiments are carried out in Tileworld (with four ST values studied in section IV-C).
1) ANALYSIS OF EVOLUTION BEHAVIOR
In order to demonstrate the positive effects of the simplified genetic operators, its evolution behavior is analyzed in comparison with the uniform genetic operators.
As illustrated in Example 2, each directed graph of GNP only transits some branches (activate a specific sub-graph) to adapt to the perceived environments. When some untransited branches are evolved, invalid evolution appears (detailed analysis in section II-E.1). This problem is measured by a metric -invalid evolution rate (IER), defined by the rate that the untransited branches are evolved over the total evolved branches (Definition 3). The first evidence to prove the advantage of GNP_simplified over GNP_uniform arises from the fact that simplified genetic operators would result in much smaller IER values than the traditional uniform genetic operators. The comparison of IER values is plotted in Figure 13 . Overall, GNP_uniform achieves 40% IER value, which means that 40% evolution actions are invalid, resulting meaningless evolution. Meantime, GNP_simplified endorses the largest possibility to reduce the invalid evolution, where only 6% evolution actions are invalid. The reason is straightforward as discussed in section III, that simplified mutation can completely avoid the invalid evolution, and simplified crossover can at least 50% reduce the problem.
In addition to the invalid evolution issue, another advantage of GNP_simplified refers to the negative evolution problem. As discussed in section II-E.2, when the untransited branches which were activated in the previous generations are evolved, the frequent breakage of BBs would appears to result in negative evolution. To quantitatively analyze this issue, we measure negative evolution rate (NER, Definition 5) of each algorithm for comparison. The comparison of NER values is plotted in Figure 14 . Overall, 20.6% evolution actions of GNP_uniform are negative (average NER = 20.6%). Meantime, GNP_simplified significantly reduces this value to only 3.1%. Furthermore, GNP_simplified tends to reduce the search dimensions (defined by the evolvable branches) comparing with GNP_uniform (Definition 1 and 6). GNP_uniform treats all branches of the directed graph as the search dimensions, regardless of whether they are transited or not. On the other hand, GNP_simplified only evolves the activated branches of the directed graph, which are adaptively changed generation by generation. Accordingly, GNP_simplified is capable of significantly reducing the search dimensions, so that the evolution power is biased towards recombining the experienced sub-graphs, allowing higher evolution ability and efficiency. As shown in the experiments of Tileworld (Figure 15 ), the proposed algorithm reduce the search dimensions from 220 to 135 (38.6% reduction).
2) ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATION TIME
Finally, we compare the computation time between GNP_uniform and GNP_simplified in Table 8 . The experiments are performed in Tileworld testbed on a PC with Intel Core i7 running at 3.40GHz with 8 GB RAM. The complier is Visual Studio 2012 of Windows 10.
GNP_simplified enforces the evolution actions within the activated, experienced branches, resulting in the reduction of search dimensions. This explicitly brings the advantage of requiring less computation time than the traditional GNP_uniform. The results show that GNP_simplified achieves 31.1% acceleration rate comparing with GNP_uniform.
F. DISCUSSIONS
Considering the experimental studies in maze problems and Tileworld as a whole, the proposed GNP_simplified is proved to achieve better evolution results (higher fitness results) and faster search speed (fewer RFEs) comparing with traditional GNP_uniform and the state-of-the-art algorithms of LCS, EAs, and RL. The detailed analysis of evolution behavior demonstrates that
• The invalid evolution and negative evolution problems are widespread when evolving the directed graphs of GNP.
• Based on the quantitative studies, it is empirically proved that uniform genetic operators result in serious invalid evolution and negative evolution problems (IER = 40.0% and NER = 20.6% in Tileworld).
• By explicitly taking the ''transition by necessity'' feature into account, simplified genetic operators achieve the significant reduction of invalid/negative evolution (IER = 6.0% and NER = 3.1% in Tileworld).
• With the proposal of simplified genetic operators, the search dimensions of GNP are significantly reduced, resulting the simplification of evolution and reduction of computation time.
• All the experimental results provide empirical evidence to support the theoretical analysis presented in this paper.
V. CONCLUSIONS
GNP distinguishes itself from the vast majority of EAs by its unique directed graph structure. However, the systematic and theoretical studies with respect to this issue are relatively unexplored in the literature. In this paper, we present a detailed study of GNP from both of theoretical and empirical viewpoints: 1) We explicitly reveal the ''transition by necessity'' feature of GNP's directed graph; 2) We proved that when ignoring this feature, uniform genetic operators tend to cause serious problems of invalid evolution and negative evolution. Following our discovery, simplified genetic operators are developed, which only evolve the activated/transited branches of GNP. We theoretically prove that our proposal is capable of reducing the effect of invalid/negative evolution. Meantime, the empirical studies in two benchmark testbeds -maze problems and Tileworld -demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our proposal over the stateof-the-art algorithms.
The primary target of this work is to develop specific genetic operators of GNP. However, it is expected that simplified genetic operators can be considered as a general and suitable strategy for GNP evolution due to its clear inspiration and simple implementation. Therefore, the future work will be to explore this study to the wide range of GNP variants and their real-world applications.
